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ee PURPOSE: To dvise recording one aspect of inquiry Oo: Oe 
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co" Concerning the DUreal.'S proce ures when an agent is cunts 
. Called to testify, and the Bureau' s investigation . oe 
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SYNOPSIS AND berms: By letter aes 5/13 2077, 

  

President Carter concerning the FBI's oes cdures: 7 
when an agent|is called to testify in a court case, 

  

and why the Bureau investigated Clay Bertrand. This ---.. 
correspondence was forwarded by Carolyn A. Morse, © 
Records Management Division, to Legal Counsel by : 
/Fouting slip dated 7/14/77. . 

  

   
   

   
   
   

   

   
   

  

   

  

       

  

_.. The Legal Counsel Division has set forth at 
in the next three paragraphs an appropriate response - - 
regarding testimony of Bureau Agents and restrictions 
applied to such testimony. Legal Counsel Division. 
will not attempt to enter into a discussion regarding” 
the Clay Bert and investigation. 

  

. Att rney General Order No. 3464 (Supplement .~ 
4) (Revised) ,.|dated 1/13/53, and the explanatory memo- 

' Yandum promulgated therewith, articulate the policy - 
_ that each Department of Justice attorney | in. charge of 
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Special Investigative Division 

John F.| Kennedy Assassination 

  

involve litigation, is authorized to determine, as he 
deems necessary or desirable to the discharge of his ~.. 
official duties, what information secured by the Federal’: 
Bureau of Inyestigation (FBI) shall be made available Le 
to a court, either during or preparatory toa judicial 
proceeding, to which the United States is a party, <= 

agent or Department thereof.. No such.” 
attorney shall reveal or furnish any documents or . 
information when by so doing, in his Opinion, injury ~ 
might be done to the public interest. — oe 

Furthermore, Title 28, Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR), Section 16.21, et seg., sets a 

disclosure of information in response to subpoenas |: 
or demands of courts or other authorities. These -... >: 
regulations provide that when an Agent of the FBI wea, 
receives a demand for production or disclosure Of eee 
information relating to material contained in the 

    

‘files of the |Department of Justice, the agent must. 
immediately notify the United States Attorney who 
shall immediately request instructions from the | . 
appropriate Departmental official who is authorized ...... 
to approve production or disclosure. Absent appro- .. 
priate Departmental authorization, an FBi Agent is °: 
not allowed to give testimony regarding information --: 
which has been the subject of an FBI investigation. 

In | instances where testimony of an Agent -:... 

  

has been authorized, the Agent is instructed to give «°°: 
his official status by stating that he is a Special 
Agent of the |Federal Bureau of Investigatica and to ~ 
testify clearly, modestly, without bias or display tae 
of emotion, without exaggeration or misrépresentation.” 

  

      
      
        

   

  

   
relevant to € case, and to prevent prejudice to the . 

    
any trial, should avoid unnecessary contact or conversa- -< 
tion with jurors or witnesses.  .. : _. 
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above sets forth ‘appropriate directions 
ons placed tpon Bureau 1 Agents when giving 
a court of Law. | : cept 

  

IN: That the Special Investigative Division, | 
. Congressional Inquiry Unit, prepare a 

he correspondent in this matter incorporating 
he Legal Counsel Division concerning conduct | 
ons of agents when giving testimony and 2) 
query in the last sentence of incoming - 

Als, Jette. 
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